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The atmosphere can have a tremendous impact on tactical high-energy laser (HEL)

systems. The variable nature of the atmosphere can produce highly variable performance.

System designers need accurate environmental models to optimize the design of these
systems. This paper reviews the atmospheric impact of various atmospheric phenomena
on laser performance and the measurement and modeling efforts of the Air Force

Research Laboratory. Two of these phenomena, optical turbulence and cloud obscuration,
have been included in an engagement-level model, DEEST (Directed Energy
Environmental Simulation Tool), to determine the optical performance of a tactical laser

system. DEEST is described, and various aspects of the model are discussed for the

benefit of those who will be modeling tactical HEL systems.
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Nomenclature
Aj weighting function for the water specie j (1, liquid water; i, ice; r, rain; s, snow)

[nondimensional (nd)]
C weighted sum of water specie densities (kg/m 3)
Cj mixing ratio of water specie i, weight of water specie to weight of dry air (nd)
Cp integrated density of weighted water species along beam path (kg/M2)

structure constant of index of refraction (mn2/3), a measure of optical turbulence

Greenwood frequency (Hz)
k wave number of propagated radiation (1/m)

LT total path length of transmission (in)
T radius vectors from center of Earth to points along beam path (in)
r0 Fried's coherence length (in)
s transmission path distance (in)
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184 JUMPER ET AL.

V. relative wind speed normal to beam path (m/s)
Up elevation angle at a point P along the beam path (rad)
;1 wavelength of propagated radiation (m)
0,12 normalized intensity variance or scintillation index (nd)

2 Rytov variance (nd)

OE interior angle from vector, Ti pointing to beam source to vector, r at an arbitrary
point along beam path (rad)

O0 isoplanatic angle (rad)
r atmospheric transmittance (nd)

1. Introduction

The atmosphere contains a number of effects that can significantly impact the perfor-

mance of directed energy systems. Optical turbulence, clouds, dust, fog, and marine aerosols
diminish the amount of energy that arrives at a target. Optical turbulence, which is char-
acterized by a fluctuating index of refraction, causes beam scintillation, wandering, and
broadening. Clouds, fog, dust, and other aerosols play a critical role in scattering and ab-
sorption. System designers must consider these effects to determine optimum wavelengths,
required system power, optical requirements, and overall effectiveness. Quantifying all
these effects is highly complex, yet mission planners for fielded systems will require cal-
culations in a timely manner to use high-energy laser (HEL) assets in an effective manner.
One significant atmospheric effect that is not included in this paper is the distortion of the
atmosphere caused by the laser weapon system.

Capturing the variations in length scales and physical processes that are typically involved

in directed energy scenarios requires a collection of models. Different military scenarios
call for different models or combinations of models from the collection. For example,
predicting atmospheric conditions for a ground-based or ship-based laser system is heavily

dependent on surface and boundary layer considerations, whereas predicting conditions in
the path from a high-altitude airborne system is more strongly affected by jet stream and
mountain-induced gravity wave behavior. Therefore, choosing appropriate models requires
understanding the phenomena that are important for a given scenario and knowledge of
available models.

To fully realize all the desired optical performance capabilities of the directed energy
optical turbulence models, the most relevant models must be adapted and selectively imple-
mented to describe an entire region of interest, despite the variety of atmospheric regimes it
may contain. Furthermore, model results that quantify local path conditions must be com-
bined to indicate optical parameter quantities for specific paths of interest. Such a tool would
perform the model calculations and, in addition, find the relevant path-dependent quanti-
ties. The user interface must accommodate end users who are not familiar with the specific
models but require information about specific paths of interest. Since future research might
introduce new models or improvements to existing models, any system developed must be
adaptable enough to allow for improvements that take advantage of such progress. To be
useful the tool must use standardized protocols and input data.

2. Atmospheric Phenomena

Clearly the atmospheric phenomena of interest for a laser weapon system will be strongly

dependent on details of the intended use. Altitude of laser and target will be a predominant
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ATMOSPHERIC CONSIDERATIONS IN ENGAGEMENT-LEVEL HEL SYSTEMS 185

Table 1. Notional list of the relative importance of some atmospheric phenomena on possi-
ble laser system missions. H 2 0(v) is water vapor absorption, as separated from the absorp-
tion by other gaseous molecules. L is for low impact, M is for moderate, and H is for high.
If more than one letter is present, then the impact can vary over the range, depending on
conditions. TMD stands for theater missile defense. Propagation problems due to distortions
of airflow around laser weapons are not included

M issions

ABL Air to Air to Ground Ship
TMD Air Ground to Air Defense.

C n 2  H M M M M

E o= Clouds M H H H H
c'-

• . Aerosols L L H/M H/M H/M
(II

o o2oivg L L M M H

Otheroeo L L HIL HIL HIL
Absorb

Blooming. L L M/H M /H H

Path L L M M H
Refraction

factor, while speed and geographic location will also be important. For discussion purposes,
"Table 1 is a notional listing of the relative impacts of some atmospheric phenomena on pos-
sible laser missions. Individual laser systems and scenario details could change the ranking.
The chart depicts the fact that for high-altitude, theater-scale scenarios the most important
atmospheric effect is optical turbulence (labeled C,'). Optical turbulence is the result of tur-
bulent mixing of pockets of air with different indices of refraction that cause the laser beam
irradiance to scintillate, spread, or otherwise distort. For altitudes below the tropopause,
clouds can become the major impact to laser propagation. Also, as either laser or target gets
nearer to the ground, -aerosols such as smoke, dust, and haze become important. The amount
of water vapor that can be carried by the atmosphere increases with decreasing altitude and
increasing air temperature. At lower altitudes, water vapor absorption becomes the most
important consideration for laser wavelength selection, especially at lower altitudes over
bodies of water. The absorption of laser radiation by water vapor becomes the predominant
mechanism for converting laser radiation into local heating of the atmosphere. If there is
low relative speed of the beam through the air, the air can become heated enough to cause
changes in the index of refraction, which distorts the beam. The result is called "thermal
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186 JUMPER ET AL.

blooming," and it can be a dominant factor for fixed or slowly moving lasers or targets. At
lower altitudes, beam bending due to refraction gradients can be very important, especially
over water.

5

3. Suggested Modeling Approach

There are many ways to evaluate the effectiveness of candidate systems. While each
atmospheric effect has a range of possible impacts, simple calculations using the best,
*worst, and average conditions are often misleading. Near-worst-case conditions of every
parameter are never seen in a real atmosphere. In the case of atmospheric optical turbulence,
a worst case of, say, the 2-sigma extreme at every altitude results in a condition that is much
worse than any single measured vertical profile. In reality, the index of refraction structure
constant C,2 can be very high at certain locations, say, in the high shear regions around a
jet stream or in the atmospheric boundary layer, but optical turbulence conditions at other
locations along the beam path may be low to moderate.

To account for the variability of the atmosphere, we have settled on an evaluation ap-
proach based on statistical analysis of a mission scenario through a series of representative
atmospheric conditions. Scenario definition is extremely important. The geographic loca-
tion, the altitudes of laser and target, the velocity of each, the season, and even the time of
day can affect the outcome.

The scenario will dictate the complexity of the atmospheric models. With the long quasi-
horizontal paths associated with theater missile defense (TMD) missions, a full three-
dimensional model of the atmosphere is desirable. For shorter ranges, azimuthal symmetry
can become a reasonable assumption and a one-dimensional "profile" of atmospheric con-
ditions can suffice. When range dictates that the curvature of the Earth can affect the results,
then the single profile is applied to the calculation as an "onion-skin" model in which the pa-
rameters are constant on a spherical surface. For shorter paths, a flat-Earth layered approach
in which the parameters are constant on the plane is appropriate. For the shortest-distance
scenarios of nearly coaltitude weapon and target, constant atmospheric parameters can be
applied along the path. For scenarios in which one-dimensional models will suffice, we
have used actual atmospheric profiles in either layered or onion-skin models. For cases that
require a full three-dimensional atmosphere, we have been using parameters derived from
mesoscale meteorological forecast models. It can be argued that certain scenarios might
dictate that a two-dimensional or slab-symmetric model be applied. A case in point would
be a fairly long-distance shot over both land and water; however, we have never used this
approach.

4. Modeling Using One-Dimensional Atmospheric Profiles

The Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL), Hanscom Research Site, is the custodian of a
number of high-resolution atmospheric profiles of normal radiosonde data, i.e., temperature,
pressure, humidity, and wind speed and direction, in addition to the optical turbulence
parameter, C2, from ground level to 30 km. These data include locations in the continental
United States (CONUS) as well as regions of potential conflict. Collectively, the data are
known as "thermosonde" data since thermosonde is the name of the instrument that was used
to measure optical turbulence. The thermosonde is attached to a meteorological radiosonde,
which rises through the atmosphere by means of a large weather balloon and sends down
the turbulence data to the radiosonde ground station as "spare channel" data.
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At For a good example of the use of thermosonde data to determine the impact of the
fly atmosphere on tactical HEL systems, see Ref. 19. That paper describes the use of the onion-

skin model to analyze many of the effects of importance to lasers. Given the placement of
laser system and target, the initial analysis is to properly define the laser path through the
atmosphere. The spherical Earth path equation is shown in Sec. 7. Since the profile of mean
atmospheric density is known, the refracted path can be computed as described in Ref. 19, if

ch it is a concern. Given" altitude as a function of beam path distance, a variety of performance
t,. parameters can be dbtermined.
rýy Many of the effects are shown in two-dimensional contour plots of the effect as a function

of laser to target surface distance and altitude. For example, Fig. 1 shows the mean, spherical
h wave Rytov variance oaX and path transmittance x for an air-to-ground (or ground-to-air)
e scenario.
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Fig. 1. Contour plots of mean Rytov variance and path transmittance for air-to-ground
slant paths as a function of laser/target height and Earth surface distance. Wavelength is
1.315 /tm.
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The important optical turbulence performance parameters, Fried coherence length r0 ,
isoplanatic angle 00, and Rytov variance or;2, are all functions of C2 and the geometry of the
problem, as shown in Sec. 7.2. Two other parameters, Greenwood frequency f, and Tyler
frequency fT, use the additional input of the velocity of the air relative to the laser beam,
which requires the velocities (speed and direction) of laser, target, and wind.

The profiles can also be used to deduce other effects. A technique to estimate the ab-
sorption and scatter from aerosols is described in Ref. 19, along with the calculation of
molecular absorption, by using values from the HITRAN database described in Ref. 22.
HITRAN is periodically upgraded; potential users should visit the HITRAN internet site.13

Roadcap et al.19 also describe the use of the profiles with HITRAN absorption values to
estimate the effect of thermal blooming on the laser beam by calculation of the atmospheric
distortion index. The distortion index calculations are described more fully in Ref. 20.

5. Three-Dimensional Models

What has been more difficult is trying to generate three-dimensional models of the atmo-
spheric phenomena that affect directed energy systems. Except for some very short distances,
it is extremely difficult to obtain three-dimensional measurements of atmospheric properties,
especially C2. Beginning in 1999, whenever a full three-dimensional description of atmo-
sphere impacts is required (four dimensions if time is included), AFRL researchers have
used the output of research-grade and operational mesoscale meteorological models. The
current AFRL research capability23 uses the output of a modified version of MM5, which
is the mesoscale model currently used by operational Air Force weather organizations. 24

The C,2 level is estimated by a postprocessing technique using the Dewan model.4 The
technique was also adapted for the use of the astronomical community in Hawaii.3 Walters
and Miller at the Naval Postgraduate School have also been forecasting C2 (Ref 17) with
the Navy Coupled Ocean/Atmosphere Mesoscale Prediction System (COAMPS), which
uses a different turbulence model.

5.1. DEEST

The AFRL three-dimensional modeling research approach discussed above has been in-
corporated into the Directed Energy Environmental Simulation Tool (DEEST).' To date,
the DEEST model is limited to optical turbulence and cloud obscuration effects. These
effects are computed by using operational meteorological data that are readily avail-
able. The original DEEST version used only MM5 model data and only data over the
CONUS region, but it is capable of using any other operational data in World Meteo-
rological Organization Gridded Binary (GRIB) format. DEEST was designed for future
incorporation of new operational models and new user interface elements as needed to
expand applicability. The latest version of DEEST can also ingest one-dimensional at-
mospheric profiles such as routine weather balloon data and apply them in onion-skin
fashion for shorter engagements. While originally constructed as a research-grade deci-
sion aid for the TMD mission, it became clear that it had other modeling and simulation
value.

DEEST is an optical atmospheric effects simulation tool that selects and applies models
from its collection according to user-specified Euclidean paths of interest. DEEST ingests
input data, performs preliminary calculations, requests and accepts user input, implements
selected models, postprocesses model results, and interactively displays model results. To
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date, DEEST can be considered only an "atmospheric subroutine" of larger laser system
ie analysis models. Only certain optical performance parameters are computed by DEEST,

of these parameters on the effect of the target on the weapon.
: Collectively, the models contained in DEEST require an extensive amount of atmo-

[b- spheric data. Operational Air Force Weather Agency (AFWA) data have been used to drive
of the DEEST models. Data produced by the Penn State-National Center for Atmospheric

Research (NCAR) MM5 were found to be suitable.6 8' 1 ,12'28 31 MM5 is a mesoscale,
13 nonhydrostatic, compressible model, which predicts temperature, winds, humidity, clouds,

i to and precipitation. MM5 is operationally run at AFWA four times per day with forecast
data output every 3 h out to 72 h in the future for several regions around the globe. While
DEEST is designed to ingest any input grid size including the research-grade, finer-scale
model mentioned earlier, it usually uses the operational CONUS region results with a grid

4 spacing of 15 km horizontally and nonuniform vertical spacing. Since optical turbulence
length scales are on the order of tens of meters thick and kilometers wide, the length scales
are clearly well below the resolution of a 15-km grid, or the resolution of most mesoscale
meteorological models. Consequently, optical turbulence must be computed by using sub-

es, grid-scale parameterization or other modeling tools.
0o- If DEEST is to be used for an upcoming mission, MM5 output as run in its typical mode
•ve is requested from AFWA for the region of interest, and it is stored in one of the standard
hae output formats. The operational forecast data are downloaded to the DEEST workstation,
tvh and the available dates and times are listed for user selection. If the forecast output is not
24 selected ahead of time, MM5 can be run for a time and place of interest by using archived
e initialization information.
rs DEEST does preliminary calculations to compute quantities that are needed for the

th models. For example, the AFWA data are delivered in sigma levels, which are terrain-
ch following, pressure-based levels that define the MM5 vertical coordinate. The data'are

transformed from sigma levels to height levels by DEEST. DEEST then computes optical
turbulence and cloud quantities for the entire domain of data ingested. Optical turbulence,
or C,', is calculated by using either one or several models as appropriate to the atmospheric
regime. Cloud indicators for the domain are found by taking a weighted average of the

in- cloud quantities from MM5.
te, As a consequence of using the Dewan model, DEEST must identify the tropopause height
•se for the purposes of selecting between troposphere-appropriate and stratosphere-appropriate

coefficients for the Cz computations. In DEEST, the geometric heights and the temperature
Le field are used to calculate the temperature lapse rates. The tropopause is defined as the

0,o lowest vertical layer that is more than 1 kmn thick and has a vertical temperature gradient
re that is greater than -2.8°C per km. The more standard definition, which uses a threshold of

to -2.,0C per km, was considered too high given the smoothness of model data. The restriction
at- of using a layer more than 1 km thick typically does not change the outcome but is included
~n to ensure that a layer is large enough to give a meaningful representation of the tropopause.

Although multiple tropopauses are possible in the atmosphere, DEEST computes only the
on lowest tropopause altitude that meets the criteria.

DEEST uses a graphical user interface (GUI) to request and accept user input, such as the
els date and the path of interest. Path-dependent turbulence quantities are calculated as needed
ts from an extensive list, including Greenwood frequency, Rytov variance, and coherence
nts length. DEEST results are interactively displayed both numerically and graphically. For

To example, cloud images can be superimposed on C2 results, and horizontal or vertical cross
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sections of turbulence and cloud effects on performance data can be displayed for different
sections according to user request.

The remainder of this paper describes the various components of DEEST, leading up
to how DEEST users would simulate and analyze laser system scenarios. This includes
information on data setup, preliminary calculations, DEEST modeling, techniques used in
DEEST, cloud representation, and cloud path obscuration.

6. Modeling
6.1. Optical turbulence modeling

DEEST addresses the impacts of optical turbulence and clouds on optical performance pa-
rameters. Optical turbulence, or random fluctuations in the index of refraction, is commonly
quantified in terms of the refractive index structure constant C,2. This structure constant can
be defined in terms of the related structure function and the power law it satisfies.2 In gen-
eral, turbulence throughout the free atmosphere occurs in layers that are on the order of
kilometers in lateral extent and tens of meters thick in regions of shear instabilities. Models
are required to predict the relatively small-scale turbulence events based on the larger-scale
mesoscale model data available.

Some of the optical turbulence model inputs are wavelength dependent. To preserve
the flexibility to transform wavelength from a fixed value to a user-specified value, model
components that pertain to other wavelengths are incorporated into DEEST. However, at
this time the ability to specify wavelength is not present in the DEEST interface. The
DEEST model uses the wavelength of 1.315 /tm, which is in the near-IR region of the
electromagnetic spectrum. In the future, DEEST can be expanded to allow the DEEST
interface user to modify wavelength values.

Different C, models are included in DEEST to account for the different atmospheric
regimes and to accommodate data availability. Five models are used to span atmospheric
regimes as determined by geometric height or pressure level and land-water status. The
models and their associated atmospheric regimes are listed in Table 2. The common practice
of setting the surface layer height to one-tenth of the planetary boundary layer (PBL)
height14 is used in DEEST. The PBL height is readily available as it is one of the MM5

Table 2. DEEST C2 models and their regions of applicability

Region C, 2 Model

Above MM5 model top CLEAR 1

Above PBL and below
Dewan

MM5 model top

Within PBL and above
Kaimal (Unstable) or Dewan (Stable)

surface layer

Over land: Tunick Over water: Frederickson and
Surface layer

Davidson
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ferent lyracrigt M aduevle.Temdlo uik82,7adtemdloyariables ingested by DEEST. Surface layer calculations are subdivided into land and water
layers, according to MM5 land-use values. The model of Tunickl8'26'27 and the model of,ýg up

I Fredrickson et al.9 are used for land and water surface layers, respectively. The Tunick
model uses surface layer temperature gradients and the Monin-Obukhov similarity theory
to compute turbulence length scales and the optical turbulence structure parameter CQ;
different equations apply for stable and unstable conditions. Stability is computed from
the vertical temperature gradient. Unstable conditions are common for humid atmospheres
in the daytime. The Fredrickson and Davidson model9 also uses the Monin-Obukhov
similarity theory and is based on mean environmental buoy measurements, such as air-sea
temperature differences. Above the surface layer and within the PBL, the model depends

ýepa- on the atmospheric stability. If the PBL is unstable, the Kaimal et al.16 model is used.

;only The Kaimal model intakes the precomputed surface layer CQ value as a reference value and
can calculates other C2 values as a function of altitude. The C2 drop-off rate differs in the surface

S gen- layer, mixed layer, and entrainment zone, as computed from atmospheric conditions. Within

er of a stable PBL and above the PBL up to the maximum MM5 altitude, the model of Dewan et

odels al.4 is used. The Dewan model is a Tatarski-based 25 model that uses empirical relationships

-scale and first-order turbulence closures to compute inertial range turbulence length scales and
C2 values, respectively. Above the MM5 model top, where no forecast data are available,

serve the CLEAR1 statistical model2 is used. The CLEAR1 model is a function of altitude alone.
aodel

er, at
The 6.2. Cloud and precipitation representation

of the
EEST Clouds are quantified in terms of the cloud values provided by the MM5 input data and are

determined to be either opaque or clear to a given path according to the algorithm described

pheric below. Clouds and precipitation are quantified in DEEST by using mixing ratios of the four

pheric water species contained in the MM5 output. The four mixing ratios are cloud liquid, cloud
The ice, rain, and snow, denoted here by Ct, Ci, Cr, and Cs, respectively. These are combinedractice to obtain a single value for each point in the atmospheric data grid to represent the amount(PBL) of cloud and/or precipitation at that point. The resulting water specie values are integrated

MM5 along the path of interest and compared to a threshold to determine whether integrated cloud
"conditions are severe enough to obscure laser propagation. The weighting used to combine
mixing ratios is discussed below, and the path-dependent calculations pertaining to clouds
are explained in Sec. 7.2.

Each mixing ratio indicates mass of that water specie per unit mass of dry air.21 DEEST
uses a linear combination of these to evaluate the total amount of water substance at any point
due to all types. For the purposes of cloud obscuration, it is more relevant to consider the
density of water species in the path (i.e., cloud liquid water content, rain water content, cloud
ice water content, and snow water content). The specie density is obtained by multiplying
the local mixing ratio by the local dry air density Pd. The result of this operation and the
linear combination gives the total weighted density of water at a point as

C -d (AIC, + AiC- +ArCr + ACs)

where Al, A,, A•, and A, are the user-specified weighting coefficients for liquid, ice, rain,
and snow mixing ratios, respectively. The default values for these coefficients, established
by visual comparisons to satellite imagery, are as follows: Al = 1.0, A, = 7.0, A, = 1.0, and
A, = 1.0. These values can be replaced by user-specified values.

Journal of Directed Energy, 1, Fall 2005
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7. Calculation Techiniques

7.1. Path ray tracing

A ray tracing algorithm is used by locating the points along a Euclidean straight path
between the user-specified laser system and target locations. A coordinate system is in-
troduced to simplify the task of specifying a straight line between these two points.
Though the new coordinate system is natural for defining straight lines, it is not conve-
nient for referencing points in the Earth's atmosphere. Atmospheric quantities are stored
by DEEST on the nonuniform MM5-based grid. Thus, much of the computation involved
in the ray tracing algorithm is to transform path and atmospheric information between
coordinate systems. All ray tracing in DEEST is performed as in a vacuum, that is, with-
out beam bending by refraction, which is a second-order effect compared to the MM5
resolution.

The coordinate system used to define a straight path is a rectangular system that is
fixed with respect to the Earth. The path is fixed with respect to the coordinate system
and therefore the Earth. The path endpoints are specified by the user in terms of latitudes,
longitudes, and heights above the earth (lat/lon/z). These two locations are transformed to
the rectangular coordinates used to define the path, called the ray tracing coordinates. The
path is described numerically by nodes that are equally spaced in the ray tracing coordinates.
For each node along the path, its location is first transformed to the lat/lon/z system and
then to the nonuniform grid on which atmospheric data are stored by DEEST. Latitude
and longitude are available on an indexed grid since they are variables in the MM5 output.
Thus a lat/lon position is described in DEEST by the nearest i, j location within the grid.
Then atmospheric data pertaining to the node's location are accessed and used to calculate
various path-dependent quantities, such as optical turbulence integrals.

The ray tracing algorithm processes each node along the path in succession until one
of two things happens: the arrival at the ray endpoint or encountering a situation that
prevents arrival at the ray endpoint. The stopping conditions reflect beam extinction by
cloud obscuration or intersection of the ground, or an attempt to calculate beyond the extent
of the C2 data (altitude >30 km or outside the region of MM5 data). If one of these conditions
occurs, then DEEST stops the calculation and identifies the problem.

7.2. Integration of optical turbulence parameters

The influence of optical turbulence on laser propagation along a path can be characterized
in terms of turbulence parameters. All of the turbulence parameters in DEEST are path
integrals of C. weighted by path metrics and, in one case, air speed. The specific integrals
are given below.

The optical performance parameter calculations used in DEEST are all based on weak
scattering theory for fully developed turbulence with a Kolmogorov distribution.2 In all
cases DEEST performs the path integrals discretely by using the nodes mentioned above.
For all integrals except the Greenwood frequency,10 the calculations can be done by directly
applying the ray tracing to the precomputed Cn values. The Greenwood frequency requires
additional wind and vehicle velocity calculations, which are described later. The integrals
are performed from the source of the radiation at 0 to the target at LT, the total path length.
Some of the quantities yield the same result if computed in the opposite direction; some
do not. The spherical wave results are used for a point source within the atmosphere to a
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target. The plane wave results apply to an exoatmospheric source, such as a star, that results
in nearly plane waves entering the atmosphere.

The Rytov variance is used to compute the scintillation of the beam. It is a reasonable

th measure of the turbulence impact on weapon performance. The plane wave Rytov variance

in- for a path from 0 to LT is given by

ts. LT

e- =0.56k7 / 6  C,2(s)(LT - ds
ed 0

ed where k is the wave number of the propagated radiation.t Spherical wave Rytov variance is
en r s5/6
th- . 2  0.56k7/6 C2(s) [ T S) ds.

5 0 ~ ~ L

The normalized intensity variance, sometimes called the scintillation index, is
is ,m a/2 = exp, (40,2) _ 1. Iim "X

es, Coherence length, sometimes called Fried's coherence length, is the maximum effective
to optical diameter given the presence of turbulence. The plane wave coherence length (m) is

e - 'LT ]- 3 /5es.[.4k f lj ,
= 2.1 1.46k2 C2(s)ds ,

]de The spherical wave coherence length (m) is
ut. rid. S )~ ' '5/31-3/5

ate ro = 2.1 1.46k2  Cn(S) -- ) dsJ

o-ne The isoplanatic angle (rad) is a measure of the coherence angle between an incoming beam
that from a target and an outgoing beam trying to hit the target. It is found by using
by L-3/5
nt 2= j C(s)s/ds,

ons ' l
The Greenwood frequency (Hz), a measure of required adaptive optics frequency response,

1v1
Sis

fcf fLr 13/5 ]

0. [102k2 L C(S)(V.(S))113 ds]

Zed iwhere Vn is a relative wind speed in the plane orthogonal to the path. This speed takes
ath into account atmospheric winds and the speeds of the system and target. To compute this
als, wind speed, the problem is decomposed into horizontal (tangent to the Earth's surface and

perpendicular to the Earth radius vector) and vertical (perpendicular to the Earth's surface
•eak and parallel to the Earth radius vector) components at each point along the path (Fig. 2). All
hallall. r vectors in Fig. 2 originate from the center of the Earth. DEEST uses the assumption that

ye.tly the laser aircraft motion is confined to the horizontal plane. The missile motion is assumed
tiy to be strictly vertical. Then, using MM5 horizontal and vertical wind speeds, at each point

rels in the path, the relative wind speeds in the horizontal and vertical can be computed, then
grahs . projected onto the plane perpendicular to the path, and finally combined to obtain Vn.
gth.
ome
to a tk = 2.r/X, where X is wavelength.
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z LT I r

Vap

T,

x

Fig. 2. Geometry of the ray between two locations designated by the vectors T, and T2 . The
vector T points to an arbitrary computation point along the ray.

The radius vectors come from the center of the Earth, and the interior angle between the
location of the laser at T, and an arbitrary point on the ray defined by the vector F is defined
by the equation

OE rlr1
6
E cos r

r1 r

Figure 2 gives the basic geometry of all ray tracing used for calculation of all parameters.
The initial elevation angle in Fig. 2 is up, ,so for any point along the ray, the elevation angle
is up = aup + 0

E. The distance between vectors T and F, is LT I = T, - 1 I. Use of the law of
cosines on the triangle formed by r, r, and LT gives

= r2 + LT - 2rlLT cos(90 + aUp).

Solving this equation for ap, yields

a1,, = sin-
2r1LT

Inserting this into the equation u1p = a1, + OE results in

,Ir 2 -r 2 -L 2

aP = sin-1  I2 rL + OE.2rlLz

7.3. Cloud obscuration along a path

The cloud content (kg/m2 ) for a given path is found by integrating the local water content
C(s), defined in Sec. 6.2, along the path to obtain

p fL
C1 = C(s)ds,
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where s is a path-following distance. This integral is approximated by a sum of local cloud
content values along a path determined by the system and target locations, according to
the ray tracing method presented in Sec. 7.2. If the value of Cp exceeds a user-specified
threshold, then the path is considered opaque to transmission.

8. Using DEEST to Analyze a Laser System Scenario

DEEST provides the user with information about optical turbulence and clouds. The
information is available in graphical output to assist in mission planning. In addition, DEEST
provides numerical results for optical turbulence performance integrals shown in Sec. 7.2.
In the main menu screen (not shown), the user specifies the time and date of the analysis and
the target parameters. Given the position of a potential target, DEEST provides various tools
to assist in positioning a laser system to ensure adequate performance in an engagement.
The laser weapon positional planning screen is shown in Fig. 3. The user clicks on the
background image to horizontally position the target watchbox and the laser system. To

The assist the user in positioning the weapon system, there are buttons on the screen for creating

azimuthal views and vertical cross sections.
Generally, the first question for the planner is the azimuthal position of the laser system

relative to the target. If the viewer selects the Create Azimuthal View button, a window
the displays a view similar to Fig. 4. The colors indicate the lowest spherical Rytov values

fined

ters. 48?t e

gle i
w of

tentt Aiuta Ve
•'• :lgkt~g FVCtieC reat,3 CroSS Section

ui li '010.........di.

I Fig 3. DEEST positional planning screen
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wII
W E

!ii Azimuth S 200~

45k km

Fig. 4. Azimuthal performance view of spherical Rytov, based on C2 values at the midlevel
altitude between target and laser weapon system. The target is at the center.

Target

15.05

10.011

0.0 300.0

Fig. 5. Example of a vertical cross section of spherical Rytov variance. The unit for both
altitude and range is kilometers. The target is located in the upper-right-hand comer of the
rectangle. The weapon system can be anywhere in the rectangle.

in green, moderate values in yellow, and the greatest values in red. The user supplies the
spherical Rytov thresholds that define each color level. From this view, the user can see
whether there is clearly a better azimuth for the orbit of the system. These results are only
an approximation of the values that will be computed later, since the Cn2 values for the
azimuthal view are those of the midlevel altitude between target and laser weapon system.

Once an azimuth is selected, the next question is the best distance to orbit from the target
watchbox. Generally the greater the distance, the better for the safety and flexibility of the
laser crew; yet the performance of the laser generally decreases with range. To assist in the
range decision, DEEST provides a cross-section view between the user-selected position
of the laser and the target, which are shown on the map in Figs. 3 and 6. Numerical values
of this information are also shown in the tables to the right of the map. An example cross
section is shown in Fig. 5, which shows colored contours of spherical Rytov values. The
section shown is for altitudes of 10.0-15.0 km and ground ranges of 0.0-300.0 km from
the enemy missile in the direction of the laser system. In a vertical cross section, the enemy
missile is always located on the y axis at a vertical extreme. If the enemy missile has altitude
greater than that of the laser system, the enemy missile is located in the upper-left-hand
comer of the vertical cross section. If the enemy missile has altitude lower than that of the
laser system, then the enemy missile is located in the lower-left-hand comer of the vertical
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dlevel

miao

S- "• COP TE TURULEN

•rboth

gof the Fig. 6. DEEST GUI analysis screen (wavelength = 1.315 ttm).j: cross section. Spherical Rytov values are computed for all ground ranges and altitudes to

~.lies the •, construct the vertical cross-section image. From this cross section, one can judge what is
can see ! the best distance for the laser orbit, given its flight altitude.
reonly '.Once the user has set up the general scenario from the planning p~age, the analysis page
for the i is used for more precise performance estimates. The page consists of a map and numerical
system. information as shown in Fig. 6.
e target j There are many user options as to how and which results are to be displayed. The user can

* of the .•, toggle the background image between geographic and C• background images by clicking
•tin the jl on the GEO/CN button. The integration boundaries for Cf and clouds can be altered with the
•osition base height and top height text fields. The weighting coefficients for the cloud calculation

Ivalues [can be changed to adjust the relative influences of liquid, ice, rain, and snow on cloud
-cross opacity.

es. The For Greenwood frequency computations, note that the user can enter laser aircraft speed.
•from The positions of the sytmand tagtcan be changed by using numerical or graphical

}enemy -o input. Results are recalculated to reflect new positions. The target (missile) speedl will be a

verlticale regcion. Thi iagttue.cnan etclclm nerl f( rm04t 20k bv
eft-hand S ~: A different selection of images is used to show turbulence and cloud predictions produced

•tof the by a "ground-to-space" version of DEEST. Figure 7 shows a Cn2 image for the entire CONUS
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Fig. 7. Vertical integrated C2 from 0.4 to 22 km over the CONUS region.

Fig. 8. Vertical integrated C2 and cloud obscuration over the CONUS region.

ground level. The image color is scaled two standard deviations about its mean value: black
is the minimum, white is the maximum, and the mean is bright yellow. This image is for
October 12, 2002, at 1500 GMT.

If the user selects that clouds be shown, the opaque clouds are shown in gray on a C.2

image, as shown in Fig. 8. Once the integral for the cloud water mixing ratio reaches a
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threshold value over the vertical ray for a given grid cell, the grid cell is considered opaque
to optical turbulence and a gray grid cell (i.e., a cloud-filled grid cell) is portrayed on the
image.

It is important to keep in mind that these C2 values are computed from numerical model
data. Obviously, thermosondes can measure finer-scale Cn2 features in the vertical than can
be represented by mesoscale-modeled data. Measured, fine-scale C2 data have high spatial
and temporal variance, whereas a model will filter and smooth observed meteorological data
and the postprocessed Cn values. The goal of the model data is to estimate the performance
integrals of the model as close as possible to the results from the measured data. Computing
C• values from smoothed data can go only so far in simulating observed C• measurements
in the atmosphere.

9. Verification
One use of DEEST is to assist in the validation of the Cn parameterizations that are

used in the model. In developing DEEST, a considerable amount of time was spent veri-
fying that the DEEST computed C2 values were the same as those computed with earlier
FORTRAN postprocessors used to compute Cz and the performance integrals from MM5
output. The forecast turbulence from MM5 and the Dewan model is routinely compared to
measured C2 values using the thermosonde. 23 In addition, "perfect-prog" methods are used

-gion. for verification, where thermosonde C2 measurements are compared to the Dewan model,
using as input the temperature, pressure, and wind velocity measured by the radiosonde
attached to the thermosonde. Current verification efforts have concentrated on improving
the lower-altitude turbulence models by using thermosonde data and optical measurements
from the generalized scidar, 15 a telescope-mounted, remote sensor to locate and measure
regions of optical turbulence.

10. Summary and Conclusions

The primary atmospheric phenomena affecting laser transmission are optical turbulence,
clouds, aerosols, atmospheric molecular absorption, path refraction, and thermal blooming.
The actual ranking of impacts is strongly influenced by scenario details such as altitude,
location, target and laser weapon velocity, season, and even time of day. The scale of the
simulation will largely dictate the required dimensional fidelity (one dimensional, three di-
mensional, layered, onion skin, etc.). The Air Force Research Laboratory has used either
one-dimensional onion-skin models based on the historical thermosonde database or three-
dimensional models based on mesoscale model output, either operational or research grade,
and parameterizations of the important atmospheric impacts that are not explicitly computed
by the mesoscale model.

The Directed Energy Environmental Simulation Tool (DEEST) is a software tool for
optical turbulence calculations depicting atmospheric engagements between a laser system

S region. vehicle and an enemy missile. DEEST accomplishes optical turbulence modeling with five
models, and to date, calculations have been driven from operation mesoscale model forecast

an value: black *data supplied by AFWA.
The user interface that drives DEEST is designed with mission planning purposes in

uis image is for mind, but it could be useful for other modeling and simulation efforts. In particular, the user

either graphically or numerically defines the laser paths of interest in terms of the system and
n target positions. The DEEST user can create horizontal and vertical cross-sectional views of

ratio reaches a
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spherical wave Rytov variance to help determine the angle from which to approach and aim
at a target missile. Once positional planning is established, the user can obtain precise path-
integrated optical performance parameters for C2-derived parameters along the beam path.
These calculations include opaque cloud representation by considering a grid cell to be cloud
filled once a summation of weighted water specie mixing ratios exceeds a threshold value,

The models currently included in DEEST address atmospheric regions of interest to
airborne, ship-based, and ground-based systems. It has been demonstrated that DEEST can
operate as a Web-based tool with periodically updated optical parameter quantities for a
limited domain, such as a theater of potential military activity with operational weather data.
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